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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years the candidate has had an interest in graphic
arts, and specifically, the communications aspect of various graphic
processes. This was gained and developed through early study and
professional experience in the advertising field.

Upon resuming

formal study and further exploration of the graphic arts, concentrating on printmaking as art expression, the close relationship of printmaking as a fine art and the prevalent use of similar forms in graphic
communications became increasingly apparent.

The dual role of the

aesthetic expression and vehicle of communication involved in printmaking is emphasized in the following statement by William Ivins:
. . . far from being merely minor works of art, prints
are among the most important and powerful tools of modern
life and thought. Certainly we cannot hope to realize their
actual role unless we get away from the snobbery of modern
print collecting notions and begin to think of them as exactly
repeatable pictorial statements or communications, without
regard to the accident of rarity or what for the moment we
may regard as aesthetic merit. (1:79}
As a result of the above observations and continuing study in
printmaking, the idea of developing a graduate thesis in these related
fields was pursued.
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Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of the study was to produce a series
of original prints, using several selected techniques, and in certain
instances combining with these an imagery to achieve the communication of predetermined concepts.
Limitations of the Study
Techniques employed included serigraphy, photo-serigraphy,
woodcut and intaglio collagraph. As a means of limiting the scope of
the study, the other printmaking techniques of etching, engraving,
lithography and relief print with materials other than wood were not
included. The selected processes were chosen because of the candidate's interest and concentration in these in his graduate program.

CHAPTER II
TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED

Woodcut
Woodcut is the oldest of the relief processes. It was used
for printing textiles more than a thousand years ago, and in Europe
it began to be used for the printing of pictures by about 1400 A. D.
The woodcut artist, with small knives and gouges, cuts
away the wood from between lines drawn on the smooth surface of
a piece of wood. When carefully done the process can produce a
fairly good reproduction of a pen line.

Each side of the line has to

be cut separately. Thus where the etcher or engraver thinks of a
line as the trace of a single gesture, the woodcut artist has to think
of each single line as the result of several separate gestures.
The kinds of knives and gouges used depend upon personal
preference and to some extent upon the fineness of the work to be
done.

Excellent work has been achieved with ordinary pen knives

and scalpels. The finer the grain of the wood and the higher the
polish it will take, the finer the work that can be done on it. Apple,
pear, box, mahogany, and even maple are used. Woodcuts are
usually made on the sides of blocks cut plankwise from the tree
(sidewood), though they are sometimes made on blocks that are cut
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in cross section from the tree (endwood).
A block can be printed by rubbing the back of a piece of
paper laid face down on its inked surface. Many of the early Fifteenth
Century woodcuts were printed by rubbing, as were some of the "block
book" books, the texts and pictures of which were cut on wood blocks.
The lines on the back of a rubbed woodcut are usually shiny.
Since the second half of the Fifteenth Century, woodcuts have customarily
been printed in ordinary type printing presses, and, for convenience in
printing and at the same time as type, their thickness is usually the
height of the type (type high). Until the introduction of very smooth
papers in quite modern times, the paper was always printed upon in
a moist condition.

Prior to the Nineteenth Century both type and blocks

were inked by pounding them with stuffed leather "balls" on which the
ink had been evenly spread. This method of inking put ink on the sides
of the upstanding lines on the wood block as well as on their tops.
Between 1810 and 1820 ink rollers came into use. (2: 37)
In the middle 1850's photography had reached such a state of

development that it was possible to print photographs on wood blocks
which could then be engraved. This made for a much greater accuracy
in reproduction of works of art in relief printing surfaces than had
ever before been possible. Thomas Bolton may have been the first
to photograph his subject onto the block.
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In the present study, sandpaper, wire-brush, and other

means, in addition to the usual cutting tools to lower and alter the
wood surf ace, were employed judiciously with respect to the different
types of wood, and in relation to the emphasis desired, character of
the subject, or expressive quality intended.
Collagraph
The technique of collagraph is a rather new :process of printmaking in comparision with the woodcut or serigraphy. The process
is a relatively simple one but most creative in end results, giving a
relief effect when desired.
The plate can be of pressed board, 1/8 inch thick, coated
with a plastic lacquer paint, to build up the surface. This will allow
incising or carving into the surface as well as adding on to it.

The

objective is to build up the surface with various materials such as
sawdust, glue, paste, walnut shells, fabrics, and so forth.
Inking of the plate is the mo st important step to insure a
good print, getting ink onto and into all the surface areas evenly,
then wiping the plate, with each wipe applied with even pressure.
Experience is the only way you will know when you have wiped the
plate enough. Over-wiping the plate will produce a poor print, since
the texture and other surface qualities will not be adequately recorded.
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Serigraphy
The silk screen process, or serigraphy in the fine arts,
permits the production of multi-color prints previously prohibitive
in cost. Compared with other graphic art media, silk screen is
easily the least expensive and most versatile means of quantity
printing within reach of contemporary artists. With simple, inexpensive equipment, almost as portable as a drawing board, the artist
has at his command the means for reproducing prints of any size on
any surface in any number of colors. The quantities need be governed
only by the demand for the prints, as most stencils are good for
hundreds of impressions. Colors can be matched closely in tone
and quality, no matter how many colors there are in register.

The

silk-screen process can simulate the subtle transparent washes of
a water color, the heavy impasto of an oil painting, or the qualities
of a gouache, pastel, or wood block, as well as stimulate the artistprinter to discover and explore characteristics that are unique to
this medium.
In New York in 1938, a group of artists, inspired by Anthony

Velonis, approached the WPA of New York City with a request for
permission to create a silk screen art project. When permission
was granted, they began to experiment with this heretofore industrialized graphic art process and were amply rewarded when they found
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many undiscovered possibilities in it. They decided that here was
a sensational new art "find" and backed up their experiments with
original prints which made their way into exhibitions and eventually
into museums. Many newspapers and art journals gave this new
art its well deserved praise and the artists gave the prints a new
name. Serigraphs, as they called the silk screen prints, went on
exhibition throughout the country, and from that time on artists
everywhere began to talk about silk screen and realized its broad
possibilities. (3:136)
Fine silk screen prints were brought to the attention of the
public through the efforts of Elizabeth McCausland, visionary art
critic and writer. She arranged and sponsored exhibits that were
a revelation to both critics and laymen. These fine art prints have
also received the praise and endorsement of Carl Zigrosser, who
as art critic and writer on graphic arts, arranged some of the early
exhibitions at New York galleries. (3:136)
Photo-Serigraphy
Photo-serigraphy is a process of silk screen printing that
requies the use of a photo-negative or photo-positive. The positive
or negative is placed over the silk screen stencil film and exposed
to light, either sun light or arc light.

The exposure is done through

the plastic base of the film (dull side). One should avoid multiple or
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diffused light. The distance of 30 or 40 inches is recommended with
a time exposure of 2 to 3 minutes for a single 35 amp arc lamp.
Development of the film depends upon the type of film used,
either water soluable or chemical. Film manufacturers are constantly developing new and improved products.
Attaching the film to the silk screen is a very simple process.
The wet washed out film, emulsion side up, is placed on a flat, level
support slightly smaller than the screen frame.

The screen is posi-

tioned over the stencil and gently lowered into contact. Excessive
moisture is blotted from the screen with clean newsprint.

The frame

is weighted and not removed until the stencil has slow-dried. When
the stencil is sufficiently dry, the plastic backing sheet will remove
easily. The screen may now be blocked out in the non-printing areas,
and is ready for use.

The remainder of the technique is carried out

in the same manner as described in serigraphy techniques.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE PRINTS

Woodcut
A famous individual, Pablo Picasso, was chosen as subject
matter for the first of a series of three head studies carried out in
woodcut. An important factor in this work was the size of the woodcut,
breaking away from normal or small cuts, or a series of small cuts
combined to represent a larger print.
The objective was to do a large woodcut, printed on different
colored stock with three of the same print, so that each color would
possibly elicit a different response from the observer. The three
prints are identical, done in black printers ink, with only the background colors varied. Background colors were selected to represent
three different well-known periods in Picasso's life. This is Picasso
at the age of 80, and very probably he will not change much during
the remainder of his life from the way you see him in these prints.
It was felt that this was the most effective way to present such an

individual: bold, dynamic, head-on, displaying strong use of positive
and negative space.
Alberto Giacometti, the subject of the second portrait in the
series is represented in a style typical of his own work, elongating
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the subject in a manner that he used in nearly all of his sculpture.
The use of light, casting a shadow'of mystery across the face, is
also an effect attributed to Giacometti.
A wire brush was used to emphasize the grain of the block
giving a texture more closely related to the iron sculpture of the
artist.
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Figure 1.

Pablo Picasso (detail); woodcut, 18 1/ 2" x 23".
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Figure 2.

Pablo Picasso; woodcut, 57" x 23".
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Figure 3. Alberto Giacometti; woodcut, 18 1/ 2" x 23 " .
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After seeing the works of this outstanding sculpture in
Washington, D. C., I thought the side profile was the best way to
present the man in relation to his work.

The size of the woodcut

is 18 1/2" by 23".
Jackson Pollock, a significant painter in the modern movement who lived at a fast pace consistent with the "action" approach
in his work, is the third person in this series. It was felt appropriate
to portray the subject in a free, loose style, and as he appeared just
before his death, while still in his thirties.
A balance of space was important in this woodcut, with the
white areas representing the solid nature of the subject. An economy
of means was used, avoiding an over-working of the woodcut, utilizing
suggestive outline and retaining large uncut dark areas to balance the
strong white passages.
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Figure 4. Jackson Pollock; woodcut, 18 1/2" x 23".
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Collagraph
The concept basic to "The Brotherhood" was inspired by
our concern with the many problems of the world and the great need
for man to cooperate amicably with his fellowman. In the visual
presentation of this idea, all of the human figures were made to
look alike to emphasize equality of man, and composed in a circle
representing the world and with out stretched arms reaching up to
join fingertips symbolizing a pledge to unite.
Finely crushed walnut shells were applied to the printing
plate to achieve the warm black textured areas surrounding the
circle. The lines delineating the figures and other details in the
circle were incised into the lacquer coating which had been previously
applied to this major area.
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Figure 5. The Brotherhood; collagraph, 23" x 23".
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"Mesopotamia" was primarily motivated by the historic
signnicance of the arts and other cultural developments of the early
Sumerian and Baboylonian civilizations. The print was produced in
a large size, 23" by 42", partly as a challenge in composition that
is afforded by the big scale, and partly to relate the subject to the
heroic dimensions prevalent in the sculpture and reliefs of ancient
Mesopotamia.
The surface which produced the bold dark passages of the
animal and human forms was coated with crushed walnut shell. The
background texture and lighter areas in the figures were achieved by
an application of acrylic paint with a trowel and palette knife. After
this dried it was worked further with 300 sandpaper to produce
additional surface variations.
A strong value contrast of figure to ground was gained by
controlling the wiping of the inked plate. This also produced a
backlighting effect to emphasize the large scale of the major figure.
Although the slight "halo 11 quality surrounding the upper left contour
of the man and animal is harmonious with other curving lines in the
composition and thus helps to unify the background with the figures,
subsequent prints will be made in which the light outline will be
modnied.
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Figure 6. Mesopotamia; collagraph, 23" x 42".
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In "The Last War" which illustrates lethal combat between

a grasshopper and dragon fly, a mixed media was employed, although
the print is essentially collagraph. In this experimental proof, the
red stars and the yellow tones on the insects were applied with felt
pens. This was a ready means of determining the effect of additional
color accents. A stencil and inking roller would be recommended to
insure greater uniformity of this color application for additional runs.
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Figure 7.

The Last War; collagraph with mixed media, 23 3/ 4" x 23 ".
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Serigraphy
A subject taken from the film by the same name, "Easy
Rider, " was developed to employ fourteen different colors for the
final studio proof, of which an edition of 10 was made.

Both lacquer

film and water mask were used for pattern material for the screen.
It should be pointed out that the concept of this work was
decided upon and the prints were produced prior to the time that the
film company made posters in a similar style (this print depicts
three riders, whereas the production poster shows only two figures).
A somewhat nervous, vibrating line, seen in the white highlights,
is consistent with the theme and action involved. It is interesting
to note that almost all of the prints from this edition were purchased
by college students who either identified with the subject or for some
other undisclosed reason wanted very much to own the print.
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Figure 8.

Easy Rider; serigraphy, 26" x 17".
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"As the World Turns" is another large print, 60" by 60",
with the intent that the scale might help to produce a presence and
contribute toward a rather nebulous, but evocative quality, lending
to varying interpretations by different viewers.
The figure of the monkey was produced from a single screen
with two different colors used for each of the eight monkeys included
in the print, making a total of sixteen different colors. A close
color harmony was obtained by keeping part of the basic color in
each new color. The circular shape of earth in the center was printed
from a screen treated in the same way as for the monkey but with the
additional use of the airbrush to introduce variation in tonal quality.
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Figure 9.

As the World Turns; Serigraphy, 60" x 60 11 •
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"Hephaestus", Greek god of fire, was produced from a
screen that was also treated with lacquer film and water mask with
the additional technique of applying watermask to the screen by
airbrush to achieve gradated tones in some areas. The print was
produced with four color runs. Airbrush treatment in the screen
preparation is noticeable in the white areas in the center of the
composition.
"Hephaestus" is somewhat more illustrational than the
other prints in this study, but its overall effect seems to relate
successfully to the traditional concept of Greek mythology.
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Figure 10. Hephaestus; Serigraphy, 16 3/ 4" x 18 1/ 2".
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"Expo 70" was made by a 3-color standard serigraph process
for an actual production run of posters to announce and advertise an
air study tour to the Orient. The objective was to convey a message
at the instant of viewing- -a summer quarter in the Orient with emphasis
upon the Expo 70 in Japan. Informative details, not legible in the small
reproduction, carried quite adequately in the usual viewing distance
where the posters were displayed. This particular study tour group
filled to capacity which could be considered at least partial proof that
the posters functioned effectively.
Simplicity, immediate impact, and appropriateness of design
were the primary considerations. The photograph for this print is a
poor quality reproduction, and is not true to the colors used which
were dark blue, a soft yellow-green and red.

The size was 16" by

20", a standard stock dimension which was small enough to be placed
on campus bulletin boards, and still large enough to carry well across
a hall way and similar locations.
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Figure 11. Expo 70; Serigraphy, 16" x 20".
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Photo-Se rigraphy
As the title implies, "Methadone" relates to treatment for
drug addiction. The print reproduced in the thesis is only one in a
series of six versions of the same print that were made to be exhibited
together in a sequence. Color changes and variations in the prints
were planned to coincide with the different stages of response to the
methadone treatment. In this instance, color symbolism and both
cognitive and emotional response by the viewer to certain color
qualities as these relate to the above stages were capitalized upon
in the color selection and techniques used.
Black and several other colors, such as red, ochre, brown,
and blue were run in broag bands simultaneously over the screen with
some intentional merging of edges where the colors joined. Usually
three bands, or color variations, were used in each print.

The full

effect of the concept in this print can be best realized by seeing the
series exhibited together in the proper sequence. Each unit is 9 1/2"
by 16 1/4" high, which combined forms a size that is 57" by 16 1/4".
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Figure 12. Methadone (detail); Photo-serigraphy, 9 1/ 2" x 16 1/ 4n.
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"She's A Tree" is a working print that uses photo-serigraphy
combined with other techniques.

Three colors were run on the screen

with an off-setting of 1/8" to 1/4" for each color run. In the print
reproduced here, a light yellow color was applied by air brush, and
the evenly spaced fine lines were added with a felt pen.
Although several prints of this subject were produced by the
photo-serigraph technique alone, this particular trial study was included
as representative of some of the experimental and trial approaches
used throughout the development of the thesis. As a result of what
was achieved in this particular version of the print, an additional
screen might be prepared for the yellow by using water mask in an
airbrush; and also parallel lines in any width desired can be made by
adhering film to silk and making a run of black or other color over the
original design.
Although the image projected onto the screen for this print
was a female torso, the off-set treatment, colors used, and the applied
lines suggested the visual association to a tree with bark texture- -thus
the title, "She's A Tree."
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Figure 13. She's A Tree; Photo-serigraphy with mixed media, 14" x 20".
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,CHAPTER IV
,SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

_________

of the Study
,Restatement of the Purpose
_.;;"--------~
The development and production of a series of original
prints, employing several selected techniques, and incorporating
the imagery to convey various concepts and associations, was the
primary purpose of this study.

Printmaking techniques included

were woodcut, collagraph, serigraphy, and photo- serigraphy, with
a number of experimental variations both in technique and manner
of presentation.
Summary of the Procedure
Twelve prints were selected to constitute the creative thesis.
Reading and study were carried out on the pertinent history and data
about the techniques used as the actual studio experiments progressed,
although the chief emphasis was placed upon the development and
production of the creative work. As a background to accompany the
photographic record of the thesis, a brief presentation of basic information on the above four print processes was included. This was
followed by an analysis of the prints produced.
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Resume of the Analysis of the Prints
Three woodcuts were included which used as subjects the
portraits of well-known and important artists: Picasso, Giacometti,
and Jackson Pollock. In these, an attempt was made to relate the
style of work and impact of the prints to the character of the men
or to the nature of their work.
Also three of the collagraphs completed during the thesis
study were included in the final selection. One of these relates to
the need for unity of man, one to an ancient period of history, and
the third, entitled "The Last War", shows two insects presented in
huge scale engaged in a death struggle.
The serigraphs selected include: "Easy Rider", based on
a contemporary film; an evocative and somewhat cynical presentation
of eight monkeys capering around the world; a design showing the
Greek god of fire; and a production poster relating to the graphic
communications advertising an educational tour.
Representing the experiments carried out in photo-serigraphy
are two prints: "Methadone", which relates to treatment of the serious
social and human problems of drug addiction; and a print using the
female figure with offset runs for different colors, and the inclusions
of other means of experimentation toward developing the effects
desired.
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Although a particular pattern of content was not initially
intended, in an over-view of all of the above prints, it seems
obvious that the majority have something to communicate about the
condition and problems of man, ranging from evocative and somewhat
nebulous suggestions, to pointed and direct statements. Included in
this group would be "The Brotherhood", "The Last War", "Easy
Rider", "As the World Turns", and "Methadone".
The challenge involved in working on a large scale or size
was rewarding in part of the study, with the collagraph "Mesopotamia",
as well as the triptych of "Picasso" and the out-sized composition
"As the World Turns'', falling into this category.
Conclusions
As each print in the thesis was developed, it became obvious
that both the concepts and technical involvement suggested other
possibilities. Unfortunately, time, and the limitations previously
set, ruled out exploring all of these now; however, a number of
indications and worthwhile directions will, hopefully, be pursued
further in the future.
This series of prints and the learning that took place have
proved inspirational and rewarding. A number of ideas could perhaps
have been carried out more completely, or into different directions,
but to a major extent the study served its chief function for the
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candidate--providing a vehicle for improving the creative quality in
the expression of printmaking. It is hoped that the primary purpose
of the study, that of combining imagery and selected printmaking
and graphic techniques as a means of communicating concepts, was
also satisfactorily achieved.
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